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For Sale and Wanted
This page is still under reconstruction, and any content below is probably time-expired. 

Sellers beware! Don't be caught by a widespread international scam in which the perpetrators, posing as agents for legitimate 
buyers, offer to remit cheques for more than the advertised price, and ask for the balance to be repaid by Western Union, or 
some other rapid transfer method. Unsurprisingly, their cheques bounce, and one of our advertisers has encountered this four 
times already. We'd advise dealing only with principals, rather than 'agents'.

Buyers beware! The buying and selling of vehicles, spare parts and other items advertised herein remain private transactions 
between the individuals concerned and, in carrying advertisements for these, Tatra Register UK takes no responsibility for the 
description, condition, safety or fitness for purpose of same, nor does it necessarily endorse products or services offered by 
advertisers. Caveat Emptor!

We welcome advertising of cars and Tatra-related items. Text and pictures should be sent to: info@tatra-
register.co.uk  

For Sale

 
 

1949 Tatra T87 13,500 Euro. 

1962 Tatra T603/1 6,000 Euro.

Click on pics for a better look, then 'back' on your toolbar to return

Bohumil Minarik has posted these two cars, each requiring full restoration. We 
believe we have correctly interpreted his asking prices, but check out the offer 
with Bohumil, if you are interested.

Tel. +42 00602100130 , or lbmin@tiscali.cz 

25.05.05

For Sale
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1973 Tatra T2-603 10,000 Euro. 

Click on pics for a better look, then 'back' on your toolbar to return

Restored in Czech Republic around 1996. Bought in Prague in 2000, and driven 
to France without any problem. French veteran car registration. New radial tyres: 
205 X 70 X 15. Left side cylinders’ rings new, having been changed after an 
overheating problem. Bespoke spares made in France, with bills available for 
the work done. Right side cylinders’ compression OK: the new rings for this side 
available with the car. All the engine work carried out by a well known French 
specialist in old cars, 2 hours from Paris, near Deauville in Normandy. Possibility 
to check everything in his garage. Anti rust protection.

The car runs well, and it is used at least twice a month in order to maintain it in 
good condition. 95 000kms indicated.

Tatra documentation also available, translated in German: 
- owner guide 
- mechanical guide with all characteristics and technical specifications 
- complete factory spare parts catalogue 

Eric-Marc Poimboeuf (25 Kms west of Paris by A 13) 
empoimboeuf@aol.com 
Tel. +33 (0) 1 39 75 56 20
Mob. +33 (0) 6 09 66 22 50

21.04.05 

For Sale

 

 
Tatra T613 Mi Long Elektronic 11,000 Euro.

Click on pics for a better look, then 'back' on your toolbar to return

Registered: 12/1993. First user: Government Minister Dyba.
The most luxurious T613 model - only 15 examples were produced in ́ 93 and 
´94 to attract goverment customers, of which only 8 are thought to survive. 
Electronic instruments, on-board computer, diagnostic computer with female 
voice output, electric mirrors, electric sunroof, brown metallic paint, brown leather 
interior with light/dark roof lining and carpets, original 16" alloy wheels, catalysts, 
injection, Eberspächer electronic remote controlled heating and a table for the 
minister's place.

The car has been carefully driven, garaged, and serviced at Tatra Servis in 
Koprivnice and Prague, and is in perfect technical condition.
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For photos, information or just a chat about this car, contact:

Eduard Kriklava 
30. Dubna 11 st.
Ostrava 702 00
tel. +420 608 85 01 01
eduard.kriklava.st@vsb.cz  

19.04.05 

For Sale

I sell Tatra 603 in SUPER condition.
Very good price - 4.600 Euro.  
Czech Rep 00420/605772457
E-mail: m.ventil@atlas.cz 

12/3/04

For Sale

Sehr geeherte damen und Herren,
Ich anbiete :TATRA / 1952/ tatraplan, 
nach Renovazion, 100% Teile Tatra, 
colour : Silver
Mit Grussen 

Zdenìk Ferenèík
Czech republik
zdenekferencik@seznam.cz 

ladies and gentlemen, I offer: 
TATRA/1952/ tatraplan, after 
Renovazion, 100% parts of Tatra, colour: 
Silver With Grussen Zdenìk Ferenèík 
Czech republic 
zdenekferencik@seznam.cz  

12/3/04

For Sale

I offer the car TATRA 603 black colour, 
in excellent condition. Year of the 
production is 1961 (factory rebuilding in 
1974). In 2000 it was the car body fully 
restored, was mounted the new original 
complete brake system, front axle, front 
and rear shock absorbers and much other 
parts. Engine and transmission are in 
origin condition and run very good (only 
100000km). The new price is 7500,- 
EUR. You can see the car in Prague, 
Czech. I am sending some pictures 
together.
Vit Strelecek
vitast@volny.cz 
25/01/04
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For Sale

T97. Reported to have been 
manufactured in 1938. Completely 
renovated with guarantee. More pictures 
are available from Pavel or the web 
master for Tatra Register UK.
Price: 37,000 Euros
Pavel Levicek
00420 603 503 198
levicek@post.cz 
25/01/04

The buying and selling of vehicles, spare parts and other items advertised herein remain private transactions 
between the individuals concerned and, in carrying advertisements for these, Tatra Register UK takes no 
responsibility for the description, condition, safety or fitness for purpose of same, nor does it necessarily 

endorse products or services offered by advertisers.
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